
SIZE 1

Accredited to: EN 12277:2015 Type C
Web material: 45mm water repellent polyester
Fittings: Adjusters - Steel  
Weight:  Size 1 - 475g

Size 2 - 545g

The Approach harness is a lightweight sit harness designed for climbing.
This harness is exceptionally simple to don and comes with a colour coded 
right leg, which also signifies its size allowing for fast size allocation in 
typically busy environments. The Approach harness is highly adjustable, 
meaning it can accommodate for changes in clothing layers. Adjusting is 
made simpler with large webbing ends improving grip. It also comes with a 
gear loop to stow unused equipment. 
Available in two sizes to facilitate a wider span of varying user needs. 
/ Gear loop
/ Colour coded webbing
/ Colour coded attachment point
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Size 1
(GREEN)

2
(BLUE)

B
Waist

16 - 39” 
40 - 98cm

16 - 49” 
40 - 125cm

D
Leg

10 - 30” 
25 - 75cm

10 - 37” 
25 - 94cm

RGH12

FEATURES

B

D
Correct sizing is essential to the safety and comfort of a safety harness. Use this table 
to help select the appropriate size and feel free to give us a call if you need any assistance.

SIZE GUIDE

SIZE 2

Step in design Colour coded webbing

Easy slide buckles

Bigger Webbing 
turnbacks

Coloured right leg loop

Elastic webbing 
retainers

Front attachment point 
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